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The clear-eyed guard against misfortune,
and the wise plan for disasters the future may bring.
明者防祸于未萌，智者图患于将来
–A Three Kingdoms saying, quoted by Xi Jinping on May 19, 2015
This essay analyzes trends in Chinese views of U.S.-China interdependence from Xi
Jinping’s rise to the COVID-19 pandemic. It shows how Xi Jinping put forward an
expansive vision of national security that highlights the risks of interdependence, while
also expanding China’s use of its leverage in interdependent relationships to coerce
others. These efforts have intensified significantly due to the Trump administration’s
coercive actions on trade and technology. Xi’s and Trump’s shifts also accelerated a
reassessment of the risks and benefits of interdependence among a broader set of Chinese
elites. Most significantly, many former officials and prominent thinkers appear to be
newly convinced that longstanding forms of interdependence with the United States pose
intolerable risks to China. This essay concludes by assessing the evolution of elite
Chinese views of U.S.-China interdependence in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic,
which many see as a potential opportunity for China to reset its interdependence with
other countries on more favorable terms for China.
As the COVID-19 pandemic has spread around the world, leaving healthcare systems in crisis
and economies paralyzed, many prominent voices are reassessing the risks and benefits of
globalization and interdependence. In the United States, some officials and scholars have begun
to observe that the frozen state of global trade provides a unique opportunity to restructure the
interdependent U.S.-China economic relationship by bringing supply chains home and reducing
integration with Chinese markets. In China, where an economic recovery is already underway,
elite voices are calling for the leadership to use the crisis to reset the terms of U.S.-China
interdependence to the benefit of China—building on a major, years-long reassessment of
interdependence. That reassessment, from Xi Jinping’s rise to the COVID-19 pandemic, is the
subject of this essay.1
The debate in the United States on what some call “decoupling” (脱钩) is often curiously devoid
of the views of the Chinese side of the couple. Many accounts pay far too little attention to how
Chinese elites understand Sino-American interdependence, often caricaturing Chinese leaders’
views. As scholars and policymakers assess the fraught future of U.S.-China relations after
COVID-19 and the centrality of geo-economics to 21st-century strategy, it is essential to
understand Chinese thinking on U.S.-China interdependence. Interdependent relations are
maintained not only by flows of trade, investment, and technology transfer but also by people’s

beliefs that such relations are benign or tolerable. Across multiple domains, Chinese officials and
elites are reassessing the risks and benefits of interdependence.
This essay first analyzes long-term trends in Chinese views of U.S.-China interdependence,
which generated massive economic growth but always had critics who warned against the risks
of the asymmetries that had created foreign dependency. It then shows how Xi Jinping changed
the balance in official Chinese views of U.S.-China interdependence—primarily by putting
forward an expansive vision of national security that highlights the risks of interdependence,
while also expanding China’s use of its leverage in interdependent relationships to coerce others.
These efforts intensified significantly after Trump’s rise to power and his administration’s
coercive actions on trade and technology that began in 2018. Xi’s and Trump’s shifts also
accelerated a reassessment of the risks and benefits of interdependence among a broader set of
Chinese elites. Most significantly, many former officials and prominent thinkers appear to be
now convinced that longstanding forms of interdependence with the United States pose
intolerable risks to China. This essay concludes by assessing the evolution of elite Chinese views
of U.S.-China interdependence in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Long-term Trends
Interdependence across economic networks—of trade, finance, and digital communications,
among others—produces mutual economic gains due to “comparative advantage,” but it is also
defined by asymmetries in power, with some countries’ key positions in such networks allowing
them immense opportunities for coercion.2 For the Chinese leadership, interdependence consists
of the primary dimensions:
1. An engine of economic growth and technological development;
2. A source of risk due to China’s dependencies and vulnerabilities; and
3. A source of leverage over other countries due to their dependencies and vulnerabilities.
These three dimensions have long coexisted. What is new today is how, in the views of many
Chinese officials and thinkers, the balance among them is shifting from a predominant focus on
the first dimension to an increased emphasis on the second and third dimensions.
China has been perhaps the world’s greatest beneficiary of interdependence during the past fifty
years. Its rise to become the second-largest economy and a major geopolitical power was driven
primarily by the hard work of the Chinese people, but it was enabled by China’s integration into
the international economy and the U.S.-led order—from the capital, technology, and expertise
that the United States and other countries provided to China as trade soared, to U.S. support for
China’s accession to the World Trade Organization in 2001. American consumers, in turn,
benefited from cheaper and more plentiful goods, even as many workers saw their jobs vanish
overseas.
The scale of U.S.-China interdependence is staggering—so extreme that some have called it a
“codependency.” Since 2000, an average of 19 percent of China’s total exports have gone to the
United States, its largest export market; China is also the United States’ third-largest export
market, with approximately 7.1 percent of U.S. exports going to China. Key sectors of the
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American economy—from Apple computers to soybeans—rely heavily on Chinese markets,
with U.S. companies making an estimated $500 billion in sales in China. American firms,
including many of the largest and most powerful American companies, have come to depend on
supply chains and industrial production in China. Vast quantities of technology have been
transferred willingly to Chinese firms by U.S. firms, and many millions of dollars’ worth of
intellectual property have been stolen through cyber theft and industrial espionage. The financial
relationship is also vast: As of 2019, there were 156 Chinese companies listed on U.S.
exchanges, with a total market capitalization of more than $1.2 trillion, and the Chinese
government held over $1.1 trillion in U.S. Treasuries. Furthermore, many U.S. universities
benefit from the more than 350,000 Chinese students who come to the United States each year.3
All throughout the heyday of U.S.-China interdependence, however, the story from Beijing’s
perspective was far more complicated than a cheery mutual embrace. From the very beginning,
even as China’s rulers acknowledged how much they needed foreign help to “catch up,” they
were always pursuing a balance between reaping the benefits of deepening interdependence—for
higher growth rates, obtaining foreign technology, and educating Chinese students—and
minimizing the risks that came from being the weaker partner with the world’s wealthiest
country. So these leaders, epitomized by Deng Xiaoping, adamantly placed limits on China’s
openness to exchange with the United States and on excessive dependence on the capitalist
superpower. Deng, Jiang Zemin, Li Peng, and other leaders often invoked the specter of foreign
forces overthrowing the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) to emphasize that the party’s
leadership and the socialist nature of the Chinese system depended on maintaining strict limits on
China’s dependence on others.4
For these officials and their successors, China seemed remarkably successful in maximizing the
benefits of interdependence while managing the risks. Relentlessly pursuing trade, investment,
and technology transfer led to rapid economic and technological development. New risks
required new responses, such as the “Great Firewall” of internet restrictions that imposed digital
limits on openness and prohibited the free flow of information, as well as the pursuit of
“indigenous innovation” capacities that would gradually make China less reliant on foreign
technology and know-how.5 In the late 2000s, the Chinese government also began to experiment
with deploying coercive economic measures against countries with whom it was displeased.6
This strategy—strongly pursuing the benefits of interdependence while maintaining a secondary
but significant commitment to limiting risks and deploying leverage—was predominant, but
some members of the Chinese elite also questioned whether the right balance had been struck.
For example, government researcher He Xin, who became a close adviser to Premier Li Peng,
wrote several reports to this effect as early as 1990, following the Tiananmen crackdown that led
many countries to place sanctions on China. He Xin argued that China needed to put up
economic defenses against the global capitalist system led by the United States and he criticized
foreign investment and interdependence. “The U.S. exploits other countries and inhibits their
growth to satisfy its own interests,” He Xin wrote, and as China rose to greater power,
“developed countries feel threatened by the increasing competition” and will seek to hold China
down.7 At the time, He Xin’s views seemed to many in China to be reactionary or paranoid;
lately, they may seem perceptive.
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Xi Jinping Changes the Balance
Despite these detractors, most officials and intellectuals accepted—at least until recently—that
the risks of interdependence had to be tolerated in order to propel China’s growth. Despite his
periodic paeans to “economic globalization,” Xi Jinping has devoted significant effort to
changing the balance in how the Chinese leadership approaches interdependence with the United
States. His priorities have been:
1. To increase China’s resilience to the risks of interdependence via indigenization (as
in “Made in China 2025”), and
2. To a lesser but still significant extent, to bolster China’s ability to use
interdependence as a tool of coercion.
For Xi Jinping, these priorities are essential to maintain “national security” (国家安全), a
concept that he has elevated in prominence as a way of integrating politics, economics,
technology, culture, information, social control, and military affairs, among other domains. Xi
oversaw the establishment of the CCP’s Central National Security Commission, which he chairs,
and presided over its inaugural meeting on April 15, 2014. In the Work Report to the Nineteenth
Party Congress in 2017, the term “security” appears 55 times, up from 36 appearances in the
Work Report to the Eighteenth Party Congress in 2012.8 He endorses an expansive concept of
“big security” (大安全) that explicitly encompasses “the security of important industries and key
areas that are related to the lifeline of the national economy.” U.S.-China interdependence is thus
part of Xi’s concept of “national security.”9 These shifts occurred in two main phases: first,
between 2013 and 2018, via an elevation of this expansive concept of “national security,” and
second, from 2018 to the present, via an intensified focus on open U.S.-China competition and
conflict.10
1. Resilience
This dimension of China’s grand strategy is centered on a principle of resilience—not taking
China out of interchange with the outside world but dramatically limiting its vulnerabilities by
strengthening China’s domestic capacities and self-reliance in an environment where, as Xi has
said, “No country can achieve so-called absolute security.”11 “The situation of international
economic cooperation and competition is undergoing profound changes,” Xi said in 2017. “The
pressure for us to deal with external economic risks and maintain economic security is
incomparably greater than in the past.”12
One non-traditional security risk is China’s much-discussed dependence on foreign technology.
“An important reason that Western countries were able to hold sway over the world in modern
times was that they held the advanced technology,” Xi said. “We must make a big effort in key
fields and areas where there is a stranglehold.” In 2015, China launched the “Made in China
2025” initiative, with the goal of becoming 70 percent self-sufficient in ten core technologies by
the year 2025. This important effort focuses on the goal of indigenization: escaping from
chokepoints controlled by foreign powers, especially the United States, by producing more at
home.13
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But Xi’s focus in fact extends far beyond the well-known story of advanced technology. Supply
chains, telecommunications networks, financial ties, innovation flows, and trading relationships
are all central to Xi Jinping’s expansive vision of national security. In many areas, China still
relies heavily on foreign trade and intellectual property, and Xi wants to maintain such access as
long as possible. But he is also willing to bear the economic costs to address the risks.14
This effort has exploded into the open since 2018, when the Trump administration took a series
of measures that exploited both economic and technological interdependence. In March 2018,
Trump ordered the U.S. Trade Representative to examine applying tariffs on tens of billions of
dollars in Chinese goods, which were then announced on June 15, 2018. In the same period, the
U.S. Commerce Department issued a crippling seven-year ban on U.S. firms selling to the
Chinese telecommunications firm ZTE, which relied on the United States for approximately onequarter of the components in its equipment, and the United States subsequently took similar
actions against Huawei. Although Trump eventually lifted the ban on ZTE, these actions made
Xi Jinping’s longstanding arguments about the risks of U.S.-China interdependence seem
prescient.15
Soon after the first wave of tariffs entered into effect, People’s Daily issued a laudatory
assessment of Xi’s views on national security that portrayed China as highly vulnerable: “The
overall level of scientific and technological development in China is not high, and the ability of
science and technology to support economic and social development is insufficient. This is the
‘Achilles Heel’ of China’s large economy.” Driving home the risks of dependence on the United
States specifically, Xi highlighted “trade protectionism and economic hegemony” (bywords for
the Trump administration’s actions) as forces “having a great impact . . . that must be properly
addressed to maintain national economic security at this stage.”16
Xi has also explored diversification away from the United States via non-U.S. suppliers and nonU.S. export markets. U.S. attempts to choke off Huawei have been largely unsuccessful because
suppliers such as Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing and Samsung have been able to
continue selling to the Chinese telecommunications firm, although this may be changing. (In
fact, even U.S. firms such as Micron and Intel found loopholes that allow them to continue
selling to China.)17 Furthermore, in 2019, despite U.S. tariffs causing a roughly 20 percent
decline in Chinese exports to the United States, China successfully diversified to other markets
so that overall global exports held constant at 2018 levels.18 The Belt and Road Initiative
facilitates this diversification, paired with more conventional bilateral trade agreements.
Alongside indigenization, diversification is an important component of Xi’s strategy to bolster
China’s resilience.
2. Coercion
As part of Xi Jinping’s shift in terms of how China approaches interdependence, China has also
escalated its use of coercive economic measures, making this longstanding tool a far more
central element of Chinese statecraft. This is hardly surprising because, as discussed above,
China itself has been the target of such measures for decades.
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In large part, China’s exploitation of economic interdependence for coercive ends has been
bullying but cost-minimizing, focused on core “national interests” such as territorial
sovereignty.19 But the effects are nonetheless significant: China weaponized its massive domestic
market to punish South Korea after the Korean government agreed to deploy the U.S.-led
Terminal High Altitude Area Defense missile system, costing the Korean economy
approximately $15.6 billion, and even to punish American firms, most famously the National
Basketball Association after the manager of the Houston Rockets tweeted in support of the Hong
Kong protests in 2019.20
China’s capacities—and willingness—to use its leverage appear to be increasing. “Beijing is
rapidly innovating, testing different sources of leverage and modalities of economic coercion,
and learning across cases,” Elizabeth Rosenberg, Peter Harrell, and Ashley Feng show in a
recent report. For example, China has created an “unreliable entity list” to “punish companies
that act contrary to Chinese interests” and to retaliate against U.S. measures. It has expanded
“national security” investment reviews and ordered the removal of foreign computer equipment
and software from all public institutions. In the past year it has also targeted or threatened U.S.
allies and partners, including Canada, Australia, Sweden, the Czech Republic, and Germany.21
But China’s leaders may have misjudged certain consequences of such coercive measures. These
incidents have played a central role in changing the calculus in other countries, including the
United States, about the risks of interdependence with China. Even if Chinese leaders see their
actions as reacting to decisions made by other countries, the growing public awareness of
China’s willingness to use economic coercion has created a powerful and durable imperative in
the United States—on both the left and the right ends of the political spectrum—to increase
resilience and defend against Chinese coercive measures that are enabled by U.S.-China
interdependence.22 Mutual anxiety and recrimination have evidently escalated the willingness of
leaders in both Washington and Beijing to weaponize U.S.-China interconnections.
Other Influential Voices Reassess U.S.-China Interdependence
Of course, Xi Jinping is not the only voice. Beyond the official discourse, a broader reassessment
among influential former officials and thinkers has accelerated against the backdrop of open
U.S.-China conflict since 2018. It now extends far beyond Xi’s official statements and decisions
and involves an active debate about what balance China should strike among interdependence as
an engine of economic growth and technological development, a source of risk due to China’s
dependencies and vulnerabilities, and a source of leverage over other countries including the
United States. Evolving in dialogue with U.S. actions, these recent developments illustrate the
spectrum of views among Chinese elites that will frame and inform future policy choices.
The most consistent feature of these statements is their intensified concern about the second
dimension—the high degree of risk that China faces due to its dependencies—although they
reach different conclusions about how best to address this problem. Many longtime proponents
of integration and interdependence are raising new concerns and changing their views. In areas
where clear alternatives to dependence on the United States exist, pursuing a strategy of
indigenization and diversification may be sufficient (although calls in key technology markets
such as Germany for limiting Chinese investments pose another challenge). But in other areas,
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where viable alternatives do not exist, extremely limited diversification—and intense frustration
and worry—is mixed with a desire to someday create alternatives to U.S. hegemony.
The reassessment of interdependence centers on warnings about U.S. “bullying measures” and
“long-arm jurisdiction” that allow it to use interdependence to coerce or even weaken China, and
urgently pursuing a course of action to lessen interdependence and increase China’s security.
Given the trends under Xi Jinping and the Trump administration’s apparent willingness to
weaponize any aspect of U.S.-China interdependence, by early 2020 there was a growing
consensus in China that all of these domains—including trade, technology, finance, information,
and education—contain clear national security implications in line with Xi’s concept of “big
security.” Even if Xi would like to temporarily de-escalate the trade and technology conflicts,
there is now powerful momentum behind what we might call a “security-first” future for U.S.China interdependence.23
1. A Spectrum of Views
This reassessment has revealed a wide spectrum of views. Three stylized positions are most
common: (1) those who argue that China’s security depends on rapidly reducing its dependence
on the United States; (2) those who advocate strategically leveraging U.S.-China
interdependence to “win” the trade war; and (3) those who argue that interdependence is still
mutually beneficial and must be maintained even during a period of intensified U.S.-China
tensions.
First, for many voices in China, dramatically lessening U.S.-China interdependence is now
clearly in China’s interests. Wang Fan, vice dean of China Foreign Affairs University, writes that
China’s “asymmetric” dependence on the United States is clearly limiting its “strategic
autonomy”—that is, “greatly restricting China’s policy toward the United States and, to a certain
extent, its strategic choices.” Going forward, China must find a more “symmetrical
interdependence” by moving away from its export-driven economic structure, lessening its
external energy dependence, and increasing its “scientific and technological autonomy.”24 Li
Qingsi, professor and director of the Center for American Studies at Renmin University, writes
that the ZTE case “disillusion[ed] those who advocate relying on the US to develop our own
economy” and drove home the lesson that “China must carry forward the tradition of selfreliance and reduce external dependence.”25
Others advocate strategically leveraging U.S.-China interdependence to “win” the trade war and
then strike out on a new phase of developing diversified economic interdependence with
countries friendlier than the United States. For Jin Canrong of Renmin University’s School of
International Studies, China has significant leverage over the United States that it should be
prepared to use: banning export of rare earths to the United States, deploying China’s holdings of
U.S. Treasuries, and, most importantly, what he calls the biggest card of all: “American
companies in the Chinese market.” Noting that U.S. firms in 2017 made $380 billion in the
Chinese market—and naming firms such as GM, Apple, and Proctor & Gamble—Jin warned that
China could limit or terminate these firms’ market share in China if it wished.26 Other even more
nationalistic voices, like commentator Yu Yunhui, argue that China’s economy must “rebuild a
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national capability that can survive and develop without U.S.-dollar capital, U.S. technology, and
the U.S. market.”27
However, many prominent thinkers disagree, arguing instead that interdependence is still
mutually beneficial and must be maintained even during a period of intensified U.S.-China
tensions. Former vice premier Zeng Peiyan, longtime chairman of the China Center for
International Economic Exchanges, criticized the United States but said, “‘If [‘decoupling’] is
allowed to develop, it will be a disaster for China, the United States, and the world”—destroying
supply chains, impeding the development of the digital economy, and limiting the provision of
global public goods.28 Zhang Baijia, a leading official CCP historian, urged China to avoid the
errors made by rising great powers in the past and “interact with the world on a reciprocal and
peaceful basis, cultivate a sound national mindset, and guard against great-power selfimportance.”29 The end goal, according to Xue Li, director of the International Strategy
Department of the Institute of World Economics and Politics at the Chinese Academy of Social
Sciences, should be to avoid “large-scale conflict” and accept “a wrestling of interests entangled
with each other,” with the objective of “determining the ‘new equilibrium’ of Sino-U.S. relations
in each field.”30
Yao Yang, dean of the National School of Development at Peking University, delivered an even
stronger message: Decoupling is “dangerous” and “will cause huge waste,” he stated. For China,
the best path forward is to look at American companies as key allies, “the glue between China
and the United States”: “Don’t underestimate the energy of American companies and Wall
Street. They hope that China and the United States will not be decoupled.” Even so, as tensions
continue to rise in the U.S.-China relationship, China should “consolidate old friends and
develop new allies,” primarily by diversifying its export markets. “By doing so, China can
become part of the majority, and in fact isolate the United States.”31 For Yao, China’s security
cannot come from “decoupling” but rather from pursuing a continued relationship with the
United States, while also diversifying into new markets and new partners.
2. A New Frontier: “Financial War”
This spectrum of views encompasses trade, technology, and many other domains of U.S.-China
interconnections. But to understand the immense challenges of reassessing interdependence from
China’s perspective, it is worth examining one new frontier more deeply: how members of the
Chinese elite, even longtime advocates of market reform and economic opening, are focused on
America’s global financial hegemony as an urgent risk to their country’s security—a major
reevaluation of the current international order and China’s place in it.32
China is not alone, of course, in its concerns about U.S. sanctions and financial dominance; even
U.S. allies in Europe have voiced dissatisfaction with the Trump administration on this score.
But Chinese concerns about American financial power rose throughout 2019, especially because
the high-profile arrest of Huawei executive Meng Wanzhou relied on cooperation from U.S.
banking institutions to demonstrate that Huawei had violated sanctions on Iran—triggering
a fierce response from Beijing, which decried these actions as “motivated by strong political
intentions and manipulation.”33
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Against this backdrop, economist and former finance minister Lou Jiwei, who has been a
proponent of deepening U.S.-China economic integration since the 1980s, rang the alarm.34 At a
forum in Beijing in late 2019, he warned: “The next step in the frictions between China and the
United States is a financial war (金融战). The U.S. has been hijacked by nationalism and
populism, so will do everything in its power to use bullying measures [and] long-arm
jurisdiction.” Internationalizing China’s currency and moving toward full capital account
convertibility had been longtime goals of many Chinese internationalists—but, Lou said
pointedly, these are “not safe options” in this new world of financial war.35 Lou is not alone in
his concern—with other figures such as former chairman of the China Development Bank and
vice governor of China’s central bank Chen Yuan and Zhou Yu, director of the Research Center
of International Finance at the government-run Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences, also
predicting an escalating “financial war”; Zhou called for China to see the “urgency of beefing up
its financial independence and sovereignty.”36
These concerns are made even more acute by a sense that China is trapped—unable to find a
more resilient path forward in the financial domain by developing an agenda like the “Made in
China 2025” plan. Most of the world’s currency reserves are held in dollars, and the dollar
remains indispensable in international trade and transactions. China accounted for more than 25
percent of global GDP growth in 2018, but its currency still made up less than 2 percent of all
assets held by central banks and only 1 percent of the international payments market.37 Even
across the Belt and Road Initiative, contracts are undertaken in U.S. dollars.38 This is amplified
by the fragility of the Chinese economy and especially the tremendous systemic risks, bad debt,
and other problems that plague China’s financial sector that Xi has declared to be one of his top
priorities.39 Indeed, despite concerns about U.S. financial power, recent reform measures have
sought to bring more foreign capital into the country while still controlling money leaving the
country. This is partly because China’s balance of payments position is no longer as robust as it
once was and because China needs to finance debt servicing on dollar-denominated debts.
With so few ways out of dollar hegemony, China has turned its focus to specific pieces of the
international financial infrastructure, such as the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunication (SWIFT), the financial messaging system used widely for cross-border
payments. SWIFT, based in Belgium, claims to be “a global and neutral service provider,” but
because of the massive power of the United States, it has complied with U.S. sanctions (such as
those on Iranian banks) even over the objections of the European Union. Lou Jiwei called for
China and other countries to create “independent international clearance systems” to weaken
American leverage over their economies. Huang Qifan, a retired economic official and mayor of
the megacity Chongqing, also criticized SWIFT and other similar systems. China began its own
Cross-border Interbank Payment System in 2015, but it has not gained traction, and some
Chinese academics have acknowledged that replacing SWIFT may be “utterly impossible.”40
Yet China’s leadership seems increasingly determined to try to engineer alternatives to U.S.
dominance of international finance—including Xi Jinping’s recent endorsement of blockchain
technologies, which he sees not only as a promising innovation but also as a tool to someday
diminish the power of the dollar.41 Faced with such limited options, some former officials have
even raised the prospect of China using its biggest potential source of leverage: Its holdings of
U.S. sovereign debt, which total $1.1 trillion. “That means the U.S. is not completely without
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weakness,” said Chen Yuan. But weaponizing Chinese holdings of U.S. sovereign debt would
have catastrophic effects on China as well as on the United States; it would be a potentially fatal
way of trying to escape from interdependence. The fact that it is even being discussed signals the
seriousness of the reassessment underway in China.
COVID-19 and the Future of U.S.-China Interdependence
The COVID-19 pandemic has thrust U.S.-China relations to their lowest point in many decades.
Although it is too soon to draw definitive conclusions about how this global crisis will impact the
Chinese reassessment of interdependence, several paths are taking shape. Xi Jinping has
repeatedly emphasized the importance of “boosting the stability and competitiveness of
industrial and supply chains” as China emerges from the pandemic.42 And this wider
reassessment of interdependence is at the heart of China’s COVID recovery. The central
dynamic is a tension between (1) a more inward-looking, domestic-demand-driven growth
agenda that sees the United States moving forward with “decoupling,” and (2) a powerful sense
of opportunity to deepen interdependence, propel growth, and gain geopolitical advantage.
First, some thinkers argue that China should focus on ensuring its basic economic security to
defend against the impact of future waves of the coronavirus, while focusing on recovery mainly
by expanding domestic demand. This follows the official line set out by Xi Jinping at a Politburo
meeting on April 17, 2020, in which he emphasized “fully stimulating China’s ultra–large-scale
market advantages and domestic demand potential” amid the global economic lockdown.43 But
for some commentators in this vein, such as the influential economist and People’s Bank of
China adviser Yu Yongding, it is possible that this will need to be a permanent shift, not simply a
strategy for recovery: “China’s dependence on external [i.e., overseas] demand is still quite high.
The recovery process for external demand will be extremely long. In fact, many of our overseas
markets may have been lost forever.”44 The year 2020 was also supposed to be China’s “Year of
Europe,” with free trade deals and other opportunities to diversify away from the United States,
but those opportunities have likely been lost for now.
Many thinkers in China expect that the United States will push harder to disentangle its supply
chains from China in the wake of the pandemic. “Now some China hawks in America can’t wait
to use COVID-19’s short-term impact on the global supply chain as an excuse for a new
international economic architecture and new supply chains in an attempt to find a basis for their
continuing to seek decoupling,” former vice minister of foreign affairs He Yafei writes. This
“amounts to a hegemonic country suppressing and containing an emerging power out of
geopolitical considerations, which is a destructive and dangerous move.” He advises China to
“wait and see, while planning ahead and thinking deeply about the possibility of a supply chain
restructuring and how it should take place.”45 Others, such as Shi Zhan, a professor at China
Foreign Affairs University, urges China “not to panic about some recent statements,” such as the
call by White House economic adviser Larry Kudlow for American manufacturing to withdraw
from China. Shi Zhan warns against the increasing risk of “supply chain weaponization” and the
unlikely “worst-case scenario” of a “production system independent of China.”46
Some former officials and thinkers are more optimistic about the pandemic’s long-term effects.
“China’s achievements in bringing the coronavirus under control are currently moving world
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supply chains toward China,” Huang Qifan declared. “It will win markets for China and will
provide an opportunity for China to reconstruct world supply chains.” Huang continues:
Many companies originally thought that China’s industrial chain would
be abandoned by other countries because of the epidemic, and that China
would be passively decoupled from the world economy. However, with
the spread of the global pandemic, other countries have experienced
large-scale shutdowns, and by contrast China has become the world’s
most stable region in terms of productive capacity, a safe haven for the
world’s manufacturing industry, which will surely bring additional
opportunities for development. ... This trend will present a once in a
lifetime historical opportunity in the development of China’s capital
markets and the construction of her supply chain clusters.47
Huang asserted that China could be the great winner of the global economic shifts underway if it
further opens its economy, especially its capital markets, and creates new opportunities for
manufacturing. For Zhang Jun, dean of Fudan University School of Economics, even if the
United States seeks to diversify away from China, other countries will not follow suit: “The
world may now be more dependent on China than China is on the world,” he writes. “I believe
that the COVID-19 pandemic will strengthen this dependence, not least because China is months
ahead of most countries (at least) in getting a handle on the virus and reopening its economy.”48
These thinkers see the global recovery from COVID-19 as a vast potential opportunity for China
to reset its interdependence with other countries, potentially even including the United States, on
more favorable terms for China.
Conclusion
In Washington today, two theories predominate about how U.S. foreign policy should address
the question of interdependence with China in an era of intensifying competition. One argues
that to increase its security, the United States should disentangle its interdependencies with
China, diversifying as much as possible away from Chinese suppliers and consumers—the
school of thought often shorthanded as “decoupling.” The other maintains that the United States
must continue interdependence, on favorable terms, in order to ensure that it has leverage over
China. This leverage can be used both to deter China—creating costs for Chinese actions against
U.S. national interests—and to coerce China.49
As policymakers make decisions about U.S.-China interdependence in the months and years
ahead, they should bear in mind several lessons that emerge from this study. First, China today
feels profoundly vulnerable to its dependence on the United States. Despite its massive size and
scale, its leaders’ belief in its own insecurity remains powerful. And they know that if the United
States were to ramp up its disentanglement from the Chinese economy, or impose coercive
measures in partnership with allies to limit China’s ability to diversify, the effect on China’s
development would be severe.
Second, Xi Jinping’s remarkable assertiveness in seeking to address this problem is very much a
process in motion, not a foregone conclusion; it simply may not be possible for China to achieve
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the degree of security that it desires, though Xi will not stop trying. And the more successful
China’s indigenization and diversification efforts are, the more U.S. leverage will diminish.
Third, the astonishingly high level of U.S.-China interdependence today means that there is
much room for adjustment on both sides. Interdependence has many benefits in terms of
promoting economic growth and technological progress, upholding American ideals as an open
society, and maintaining stability through deterrence—and these benefits can be obtained in
many different configurations between total openness and total closure. As our countries
consider the future after the COVID-19 pandemic, finding a sustainable new balance must be a
top priority for our leaders.
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